BMC Innovations for IBM® IMS™

BMC Firsts

You depend on IMS and you need leading-edge technology to provide your users the best experience possible. BMC has a long history of delivering cutting-edge IMS technology to what you need it, the technology in terms. Here are just a few of the BIM innovations that revolutionized IMS — making it easy for every generation of IMS experts to manage complex environments.

1970s-80s
- IMS network optimization solves large-join secondary index utility
- Dynamic IMS resource definition tool
- IMS checkpoint restart automation
- IMS automation tool
- Virtual terminal definition facility and built-in IMS terminals
- Incremental image copy

1990s
- Current check's characteristic tool
- Fast Path necessary database utility
- Full-function single logical image
- Physical message queue management
- Full-function online IMS with updates across
- Partitioned full-function database
- Real-time data recovery
- SRI licensed technology
- Distributed IMS application changes across multiple regions

2000s
- Non-IBM os and sequential data
- IMS Connect running dynamic resources, and monitoring tools
- Real-time data error management
- Procedure and automated database utility
- Conditioned log and image copy
- Integrated concept for managing resources, databases, tape, and recovery
- Left side

2010s
- Fast Path – online enterprise
- APM optimization in IBM System
- Real-time data extractors for analytics
- Ready-to-use solution for managing the Z/OS

About BMC
BMC delivers software and services that transform businesses from complexity to automation. Building on unmatched experience in optimization and flexible software innovation in technology, BMC enables companies to be truly connected and secured. BMC helps more than 25,000 customers and millions of their users, and has a 30-year history of innovation and leadership. For more information, visit www.bmc.com.